EskoArtwork
Integration Excellence
Connect business systems for workflow efficiency
You have invested in different systems and software tools over the years to run your business and deliver
customer value. EskoArtwork’s Integration Excellence services deliver direct connections between EskoArtwork
software tools and 3rd party business systems.

Why EskoArtwork for Integration Excellence?
With over 35 years of innovation in printing and packaging and experience with thousands of implementations, EskoArtwork
and its integration experts have built a reputation of expertise in workflow optimization and integration.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate duplicate data entry
Streamline order estimates and processing
Eliminate risk at human errors
Reduce costly errors through seamless transfer of critical information
Break down silos between departments

How it works

An integration excellence project starts with an EskoArtwork integration expert making an assessment of your needs and
requirements. Once your requirements have been understood and documented, we design and propose the integration solution that will help you best accomplish your goals in the most cost effective way. All our integration projects are
implemented based on a pre-defined scope and a delivery plan to complete the project on time, within budget and at the
expected quality.

Integration excellence projects
ERP/MIS Integration for packaging design and collaboration workflows
These projects deliver a direct integration between your ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) or MIS (Management Information
System) system and EskoArtwork’s packaging design and collaboration tools (such as ArtiosCAD and WebCenter). These
integrations create a bridge between your packaging design data (including packaging CAD) and ERP or MIS systems,
ensuring that the information is transferred between those people on your team that critically need it.

“

The challenge for us is to coordinate the existing multiple hardware and software
capabilities in our production departments within a single database. We have been a
satisfied customer of EskoArtwork for several years, and it became essential to invest
in a solution which streamlined our complex operation.
Edoardo Finotti, leader of the Model Innovation and Competence Center (ICC) on successful integration by Model Group of SAP ERP application with EskoArtwork’s ArtiosCAD software

JDF Integration for prepress workflows
These projects deliver the benefits of MIS (Management Information System) integration into pre-press/production environments and use JDF/JMF as the industry standard for end-to-end job ticket specifications and for RIPs, imagesetters,
presses, finishing and other equipment to ‘speak’ a common language.
EskoArtwork JDF-Integration experts define and deploy the integration architecture, geared at achieving substantial process
improvements throughout your packaging workflow. By adopting a JDF-enabled architecture, a company can future-proof
its integration efforts, as well as ensure a lower total cost of ownership. JDF Integration services help our customers investigate and proceed with interfacing and integrating business processes with the prepress, print and post-press workflow.

The original goal was to eliminate duplicate information entries in our separate MIS
and production systems. We wanted to reduce errors and increase quality and
productivity.
In practical terms, we now feel like we’re using a single unified system, rather than two
interconnected systems. Reliability has taken a huge leap forward – incidents caused
by insufficient or inaccurate job preparation have totally disappeared. We’re now
capable of addressing very demanding and quality-driven customers that we were not
in a position to target until this past year. In a troubled economy, we’re actually growing
our business in the high-end market.
Patrick Wack, president of 5/7 Etiquette.

More info
solutionservices@esko.com
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